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Abstract. This paper presents a novel over-actuated mobile platform
for assistive robotics tasks. Its main peculiarity is that of owning an innovative architecture expressly conceived to enhance the dynamics performance offered by the present-day solutions for omni-directional planar
motions. The machine, named Paquitop 01, is aimed at living and working in a domestic, non-structured, and variously populated environment.
Such premise is a crucial point within the design process, from either the
mechanical, or the control point of view, for it arises a set of uncharted
challenges under many aspects. Which go from the ability to avoid or
overpass small obstacles, passing through the capability to achieve specific person tracking tasks, and arriving to the need of operating with
a as-high-as-possible dynamic performance. As a matter of fact, such a
wide variety of issues cannot be approached without a preliminary accurate analysis. This paper is aimed at fulfilling such task, by investigating
the kinematics and dynamic properties of a novel over-actuated platform.
Keywords: over-actuated mobile robot, assistive robot, redundant mobility, modular design
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Introduction

In the last decades, an unprecedented decrease of fertility and mortality rates
in industrialized countries yielded a general ageing of the population. Such phenomenon affected the everyday life of individuals as well as organizations, either
government or private, to the point that they are nowadays seeking the solution to the increasing demand of health care, housing, care-giving, and social
security [1]. In this scenario, this piece of research aims to fulfil a design task,
specifically oriented towards the field of assistance machines. The functionalities
which should be guaranteed are mainly two: to follow a person in each moment
of his everyday domestic life (to monitor the health conditions and, possibly,
call for emergency assistance if needed), and to provide a basic form of assistance (communication, simple manipulation of light weighted objects, or even
their transport). Pursuing these two objectives automatically implies a variety
of technical challenges. In the era of electronics and increasingly developed artificial intelligences, one is led to think that the major part of such challenges can
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be mainly approached through a careful motion planning and a smart control of
the robotic system [2]. Nonetheless in the last years a lot has been said about
the mechanical design of novel machines [3, 4]. As already as 1996, Campion et
al. proposed a classification in five categories of devices [5] based on kinematics
and dynamics properties of the respective mathematical models. Among such
categories, they recognize a single omnidirectional class of robots (i.e. able to
perform any planar motion without re-configuration of the available degrees of
freedom [6]) and four variously constrained other classes, each one characterized by different actuations. All of such categories have been exploited in the
past, and in particular the robots owning two fixed driven wheels, also known
as differentially actuated, were widely investigated and exploited: among others,
DeSantis proposed path-tracking control for this class in 1995 [7]; later on Chung
et al. inquired their position kinematics and control [8]; in 2010 Chwa proposed
a control law based on a recursive linearisation of the robot model [9]. Also
over-actuated robots have been widely studied, especially the aspects about the
non- or quasi-holonomic constraints they involve [10, 11], and about the difficulties aroused by the control of the over-abundant set of actuators [12]. Assistive
robotics remains one the most investigated applications, for it represents a challenging usage scenario. Mechanical design [13], navigation and motion planning
[14], as well as safety related control strategies for human robot interaction [15]
are few examples of the interesting researches conducted in the field. Indeed,
a whole class of physical issues are aroused by the tasks the robot is called to
achieve. Firstly, for the nature itself of its workspace, the mobile platform shall
be able to overpass a series of obstacles, such as small steps and objects which
usually lies on floors of houses, which is a challenging issue for a wheeled robot,
especially in non-structured environments [16–19]: the ability of coexisting with
such obstacles must be an especially marked feature of the novel robot, together
with the capability of exhibiting high dynamic performance necessary for ensuring that the monitoring goals are continuously achievable despite of the external
disturbance to their execution.

2

Concept

In order to achieve the expected performance, and to enhance the achievable limits of both differentially actuated and omni-directional wheeled mobile robots,
the paper proposes the first attempt design of Paquitop 01 (which stands for
Personal Assistant Qu Italy TOrino Politecnico, while 01 indicates the design
version). The leading idea is that of designing a modular structure, possibly
provided with a manipulation capability depending on specific requests. Figure 1 shows a preliminary conceptual design, which consists of a mobile platform provided with a telescopic device which owns two main features: firstly it
is demanded at deploying the exteroceptive sensors (like cameras or proximity
devices) needed for a safe indoor navigation; as a complementary task it should
carry a low-dexterity manipulation arm, capable of radial motions with respect
to the robot body, useful to enhance the machine capability of interaction with
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Fig. 1. Preliminary conceptual design of the Paquitop.01 robot: the machine should
be designed for both person tracking and low-dexterity manipulation tasks.

its workspace. Anyhow, the manuscripts focuses on the motion module of the device, and on the strategies that must be implemented for a successful design. The
mobile platform is suspended on four wheels: two standard off centred passive
castor wheels, represented in the following by two spheres, and two driven wheels
which are also provided with a steering degree of freedom. Such configuration
provides a redundant set of constraints, under both actuation and stability point
of view. The two independent steering rotations on the actuated wheels are theoretically over-abundant, as well as the number of contact points with ground
which goes over the minimum number of three. Due to its peculiar workspace,
the robot should be shaped on a human scale, in order to access all the spaces
which are usually lived by persons. As a consequence, an non-axisymmetric footprint is well preferable to a symmetric one so that the robot is able to offer, when
needed, a reduced size to pass through confined spaces. On the one hand, such
mechanical structure yields several advantages related to a superior manoeuvrability and to an enhanced stability during high-dynamics motions. On the other,
some cons are to be taken into proper consideration. Firstly, the presence of a
redundant set of actuators implies the need of a careful motion planning strategy
which must consider the redundancy and control the motors accordingly to the
set of kinematics constraint which limits the mobility of the platform. A proper
mechanical design of the wheels suspensions must also be foreseen, in order to
guarantee a steady floor contact and the stability in every using condition, even
when the robot is passing over obstacles or is performing curved trajectories.

3

Robot kinematics

In the remainder of the paper, the following short-end notation is used: i Rj is
the rotation matrix from reference frame (r.f. in the following) {i} to r.f. {j}; if
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the rotation takes place along one the r.f. axes x, y, z it is indicated with Re,ε
with e axis and ε amount of rotation; the origin of the r.f.’s are indicated with
the vector i pj which are the coordinates of the origin of frame {j} expressed
with respect to {i}; for the sake of simplicity, the r.f. is omitted when the vector
is expressed in {0}.
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Fig. 2. Relevant parameters and reference frames of the robot kinematics scheme: (a)
complete spatial scheme and (b) planar simplification.

The pose of the robot in the workspace is identified through the r.f. {c},

T
attached to the chassis. The position vector is here defined as pc = xc yc zc .
The orientation of such r.f. is described by three rotations around the axes x, y
and z respectively of the absolute frame {0}, i.e. Rc = Rz,γ Ry,β Rx,α .
As aforementioned, the robot is provided with four wheels which de facto
constitute an over-abundant set of constraints with the ground. Thus, the robot
needs a suspension system to allow the four wheels to be contemporaneously
in contact with the plane of motion. Such suspensions are here schematized by
a simple translation along the z axis of the r.f. {c}. The connection point of
each suspension with the chassis is identified by the origins of the local frames
{s, ∼}, where the symbol ∼ stands for the acronym which identifies each one
of the wheels, thus wr for the right driven wheel, wl for the left driven wheel,
cf and cb for the front and back castor wheels respectively. The orientation of
such frames is coincident and solid with {c}, while their position is expressed
by four constant position vectors c ps,∼ . The remainder of the kinematic chain
provides each wheel with three degrees of freedom: a translation σ∼ along the
axis z of the local r.f. {s, ∼}; a rotation δ∼ around the same axis; a rotation
θ∼ around the wheel axis, constrained to remain coincident with the y axis of
the r.f. attached to the respective hub (r.f. {h, ∼}). Therefore, in a very general
form, the pose of each wheel in the space is computed in terms of position as:
pw,∼ = pc + Rc (c ps,∼ + σ∼ c z̃s,∼ )

Rw,∼ = Rc c Rh,∼ h,∼ Rw,∼

(1)

where c z̃s,∼ is the unit vector of the z axis of r.f. {s, ∼}, and the rotation
matrices c Rh,∼ and h,∼ Rw,∼ are rotations around z and y axes respectively,
i.e. c Rh,∼ = Rz,δ∼ and h,∼ Rw,∼ = Ry,θ∼ .
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With a properly conceived and designed suspensions system, the motion of
the mobile robot is limited to a quasi-planar motion, which represents a significant simplification of the kinematics model. In such case, the kinematics of the
robot simplifies as shown in Fig. 3(b). The pose of the chassis turns to be defined
by only two parameters for the translation and one for the orientation. Also, the
strokes of the four suspensions will be constant and the pose of each wheel turns
consequently simplified. The position of the four contact points with the ground
coincide with the projections of the origins of r.f.’s {h, ∼} on the ground. For the
pure rolling condition to be fulfilled, such four contact points must own a null
velocity. Such assumption yields a set of three constraint equations per wheel
(collected in the vectors Φ∼ ):
Φ∼ :

d
[pw,∼ + Rw,∼ (pv,∼ − pw,∼ )] ,
dt

Φ∼ = 0

(2)

A set of four non-trivial equations is provided by the two driven wheels, while
the constraints imposed by the passive castors are disregarded for they have
no influence for planning purposes. Without loss of generality, it is possible
to simplify the constraints (2) providing a geometrical parametrization of the
robot, as shown in Fig. 3. As a matter of fact, it is always possible to attach a
r.f. to the mobile platform whose origin is centred between {s, wr} and {s, wl}.
According to Fig. 3 and considering two equal wheels (e.g. rwr = rwl = rw ), the

T
connection points of the driven wheels suspensions are c ps,wr = 0 −a 0 and

T
c
ps,wl = 0 a 0 , and consequently:


ẋc + aγ̇cγ − rw θ̇wr cγ+δwr
ẏc + aγ̇sγ − rw θ̇wr sγ+δwr 

Φ=
 ẋc − aγ̇cγ − rw θ̇wl cγ+δ 
wl
ẏc − aγ̇sγ − rw θ̇wl sγ+δwl

(3)

where the short-end notation cε = cos ε and sε = sin ε was used.
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Fig. 3. Geometrical parameters of the robot.

Picking any three of the four constraints (3), a specific formulation can be
worked out for the workspace velocities as functions of the actuation variables,
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T
which are herein collected in the vector ẋ = ẋc ẏc γ̇ . The equation spared
from (3) provides, after few manipulation, a useful additional information about
the robot actual manoeuvrability:
θ̇wr sδwr − θ̇wl sδwl = 0

(4)

Such constraint is always fulfilled when δwr , δwl = 0, otherwise it rules the allowable angular velocities of the actuated wheels. According to (3) and (4), the
velocities in ẋ can be expressed as:

 
rw
θ̇
c
+
θ̇
c
wr
γ+δ
wl
γ+δ
wr
wl
2 



(5)
ẋ =  r2w θ̇wl sγ+δwr + θ̇wl sγ+δwl 


 
rw
2a θ̇wr cδwr − θ̇wl cδwl
It is easy to demonstrate that γ̇ vanishes only when δwr = δwl ∪ θ̇wr = θ̇wl . It is
also worth noticing that if δwr , δwl = π/2, the angular velocity is null whatever
are the values of θ̇wr and θ̇wl (which are in any case constrained by (4) to remain
equal).

4

Working configurations

According to what claimed in the previous section, the mobility of the robot can
be distinguished into four different classes of steering configurations, shown in
Tab. 1, each one providing the robot with a peculiar field of motion.
Configuration I, δwr 6= δwl represents the general case. The robot exploits
all of its degrees of actuation to achieve a general motion in the plane. The
instantaneous center of rotation (i.c.r in the respective figure in Tab. 1) is geometrically identifiable and constraints the driven wheels to the condition (4).
Configuration II, δwr = δwl 6= 0, π/2 shows the axes of the two driven
wheels parallel, yet non-coincident; the robot is able to translate while rotations
are inhibited. Also, equation (4) imposes that their angular velocities are equal:
θ̇wr , θ̇wr = θ̇∗ . This might be a very useful configuration for person tracking
tasks since it allows the robot to maintain a fixed direction of observation while
translating in the plane.
Configuration III, δwr = δwl = 0: this steering configuration corresponds
to the well known scenario of a differential actuation, being the axes of the
steered wheels coincident. Equation (4) is fulfilled whatever angular velocity is
provided and the i.c.r. lies on the y axis of {c}. As a consequence, the robot is
able to exhibit an angular velocity, but loses the possibility of owning a y-directed
velocity in {c}.
Configuration IV, δwr = δwl = π/2: this mono-trace configuration is similar, under many aspects, to Configuration II. The angular velocities of the driven
wheels must be the same and their axes are parallel and not coincident. Yet it is
authors opinion that this configuration deserves a own mention for its peculiar
static and dynamic characteristics, which are briefly drawn in the following.
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Table 1. Possible steering configurations of the over-actuated mobile robot.
Configuration I
δwr 6= δwl
sδ
⇒ θ̇θ̇wr = sδ wl

�wl

wl

i.c.r.
y

wr

x
{c}

�wr

Configuration II Configuration III Configuration IV
δwr = δwl 6= 0, π/2
δwr = δwl = π/2
δwr = δwl = 0
⇒ θ̇wr = θ̇wl
⇒ θ̇wr = θ̇wl
��

x
y

{c}

��

�����

x
y

{c}

�����

�������

x
y

�������

{c}

From the dynamics point of view, the ability of the robot to bear accelerations
during motion is widely dependent on the contact geometry with the ground.
The aspect ratio of the mobile platform is explainable by its need to operate
in an environment populated by humans and, ipso facto, built on a human
scale. As a consequence, the distance between the attachment points of the two
driven wheels is different from that of the two castor wheels. This fact affects the
manoeuvrability of the robot since the acceleration around the vertical axis is
strictly related to the ability of its actuators to exert a torque around that axis.
Thus, supposing a planar pose and disregarding the horizontal forces provided
by the two castor wheels, it is:
a
γ̈ =
(Fh,wr cδwr − Fh,wl cδwl )
(6)
2Jzz
where Jzz is the inertia of the robot around the vertical axis and Fh,∼ is the
force given by the torque each driven wheel is provided with. As visible, the
greater is the distance a, the larger is the acceleration that the robot is able to
perform. Thus, it is well reasonable to choose the larger axis of the rhombus that
borders the four attachment points to house the driven wheels. As a secondary
consequence the robot will bear with major easiness the accelerations along the
direction y of r.f. {c} which cause out-of-the-plane accelerations around the x
axis. Due to this non-homogeneous stability, the robot should always move keeping, as far as possible, an acceleration parallel to such axis. Such considerations
imply that Configuration IV should be used for high dynamic tasks, such as
acceleration from a standstill condition and high velocity straight trajectories
(during which the robot should have to be stopped for any reason related to
safety of people or goods). Configuration III must be preferred for curves and
used for maintaining the centripetal acceleration of the chassis along the y axis
of {c}. Configuration I allows any motion in the plane and it is the most versatile: it can be used for both executing a specific task oriented motion (such as
pointing a fixed point in space while moving), or as a transition configuration
among the others. Configuration II inhibits the angular velocity of the robot,
then it can be used when it is required to translate while maintaining a fixed
orientation.
A further consideration can also be done on Configuration IV. On the one
hand, its major disadvantage is that of not allowing angular velocities, then it
is not exploitable for any trajectory except for straight lines. On the other, its
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major peculiarity, i.e. that of offering the best resistance to out-of-plane dynamic
solicitations, is still marked when small variations of the steering angles around
the values δwr = δwl = π/2 are imposed. In this case, aside offering a similar
performance, the robot is also capable of approaching curved trajectories. From
a very formal point of view, any modification to δwr and δwl switches the steer
Configuration from IV to the more general Configuration I. Nonetheless, it can
be of interest as a future work to analyse the behaviour of the robot when a small
steering variation is imposed to just one of the two wheels (Configuration IV.a
and IV.b in Tab. 2), or when they are steered by opposed small angles around
π/2 (Configuration IV.c in Tab. 2).
Table 2. Possible steering configurations deriving from Configuration IV.
Configuration IV.a
δwr = π2 , δwl = π2 + δ ∗
⇒ θ̇θ̇wr = cδ∗
wl

Configuration IV.b
δwr = π2 + δ ∗ , δwl = π2
⇒ θ̇θ̇wl = cδ∗
wr

x
��

5

y

{c}

x
y

{c}

Configuration IV.c
δwr = π2 + δ ∗ , δwl = π2 − δ ∗
⇒ θ̇wr = θ̇wl
x

��
��

y

{c}

��

A sample trajectory

In this section the manoeuvrability of the mobile platform is briefly illustrated
by means of a eight-shaped trajectory, run exploiting different peculiarities of
the robot kinematics. Each computation was performed providing the centre of
the platform, i.e. the origin of r.f. {c}, with a constant velocity and varying
the angular velocity γ̇ with different strategies. Figure 4-a shows the trajectory
performed by the robot while using a differential actuation on the two driven
wheels, i.e. without using the steering degrees of freedom the two wheels are
provided with. It corresponds to a path fully planned and performed with the
Configuration III. As visible and well expectable, the robot can exhibit the basic
manoeuvrability of a simpler mobile platform by just not exploiting the two
steer rotations. Figure 4-b shows the same trajectory performed while operating
a pointing task: the robot runs the eight-shaped loop while keeping the x axis
of r.f. {c} towards a fixed point in the space. The trajectory was planned using
only the Configuration I; this represents a particularly interesting test case for it
simulates the main usage expected for the robot, i.e. the following and tracking
of elder or disabled people. The last test trajectory (Fig. 4-c) was planned for
exploiting the dexterity of the robot to improve its dynamic performance. In
particular, the straight portions are run using Configuration IV, while the curves
are approached with Configuration III so that the inertial effects of centripetal
accelerations are directed along the y axis of r.f. {c}, with the consequent benefits
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previously described. The passages between the straight lines and the curved
paths have been performed taking advantage of the full mobility of the robot in
the plane, i.e. using the steer Configuration I.
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Fig. 4. Eight-shaped trajectory run at constant cruise velocity tangent to the path of
the origin of r.f. {c} (a), with x axis of {c} pointing a fixed point in space (b), and
re-configuring the steering degrees of freedom to enhance dynamics performance (c).

6

Conclusions

In the widely investigated field of mobile robots, this paper assesses the functional description and the preliminary design of a novel platform. The robot,
primarily conceived for assistive tasks, is characterized by an over-abundant set
of actuators with respect to its degrees of freedom. Such choice is oriented at
providing a superior manoeuvrability, if compared to state of the art robots,
necessary for achievement of specific tasks, such as monitoring and tracking of
human subjects within a domestic environment. Moreover, a specific mechanical
structure has been hypothesized and parametrized to overcome the challenges
arising from the tasks the robot is designed to achieve (such as avoiding or
even passing over small obstacles). To such aim, a kinematics model has been
outlined, from which a reasonable simplification was derived, focused at the
functional analysis of the system. The analysis of mobility pointed out that the
constraints provided by the actuated wheels naturally split the robot behaviour
into different steering configurations, each one exploitable for achievement of
specific tasks. By simply approaching the dynamics of the robot chassis, a possible control strategy, aside with significant design guidelines, was outlined. At
last, some simple motions were shown as a proof of the robot manoeuvrability.
Acknowledgements Authors’ acknowledgement goes to the PIC4SeR (PoliTO
Interdepartmental Centre for Service Robotics) which gave support and assistance to this research.
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